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    Chapter 11   
 Improving Opportunity Through Better 
Human Capital Investments for the Labor 
Market                     

       Harry     J.     Holzer   

    Abstract     While education levels in the U.S. have risen in recent years, students 
from disadvantaged backgrounds have fallen behind other Americans in college 
attainment amid increasing college dropout rates. The causes of this growing gap 
include weaker academic preparation in their K-12 years (and earlier); lower wealth 
and liquidity that make it harder to pay tuition and other costs; worse information 
about and lower familiarity with higher education; and pressure to work full-time 
while being enrolled to help support their families. In addition, disadvantaged col-
lege students are heavily concentrated in weaker and under-resourced institutions 
such as community colleges, which generate fewer graduates. Even when students 
gain credentials like associate degrees, the degrees often do not have strong labor 
market value because of students’ poor labor market information and the weak 
incentives of public institutions to respond to the labor market by creating more 
classes in high-demand fi elds. And high-quality career and technical education 
opportunities in the U.S., such as “sectoral” training and work-based learning, have 
not been developed to the extent possible to provide students a wider range of path-
ways to careers from which to choose. Efforts to improve these outcomes must 
therefore focus on three goals: (1) improving completion rates at our public colleges 
by strengthening student supports; (2) expanding postsecondary options, at the 
bachelor’s level or below, that have labor market value; and (3) developing addi-
tional pathways to good-paying jobs through work-based learning and high-quality 
career and technical education, beginning in secondary schools.  

 This chapter was initially prepared as a paper for the conference on  Opportunity in America , 
sponsored by the Educational and Testing Service (ETS) in Princeton, NJ, on December 9–10, 
2014. The author thanks Greg Duncan, Richard Murnane, and David Neumark for very helpful 
comments. 

        H.  J.   Holzer    (*) 
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       Introduction 

   Since   about 1980,  labor market   inequality has increased quite dramatically in the 
United States. Gaps in earnings between highly educated workers—such as those 
with  college diplomas   or  graduate degrees  —and those without them have roughly 
doubled in magnitude. The high labor market “return” to  education   creates strong 
incentives for workers to invest in various kinds of “ human capital  ,” such as higher 
education degrees. Indeed, attaining some type of college credential is perhaps the 
strongest predictor of upward mobility for young people from low-income families, 
both across generations or within them, so the incentives for the poor to invest in 
higher education should be as strong as, or even stronger, than for anyone else. 

 It is therefore somewhat surprising that, during much of the past 35 years, the 
growth of higher education credentials among young Americans has been quite 
modest, especially among those from lower- and  middle-income families  , while 
gaps in higher  educational attainment   between children from poor and nonpoor 
families have actually grown wider during this period. Though there has been a 
surge in postsecondary educational attainment among young Americans since 2000, 
and especially since the  Great Recession   began in 2007, poor children continue to 
lag behind in such attainment, and earnings gaps between college graduates and 
others remain very high. 

 In this chapter I review the factors that limit postsecondary skills attainment 
among low-income students. I argue that, although the incentives are very strong for 
poor students to obtain these degrees, a range of personal and institutional barriers 
as well as market failures often prevent them from doing so. 

 To improve  economic opportunity   in the job market, we must therefore enhance 
the ability of low-income students to obtain college degrees and other credentials 
that refl ect skills that are valued in the labor market. I will argue for a range of poli-
cies and practices that should improve the odds that poor young people attain some 
type of college credential—such as a  bachelor’s (B.A.) degree   and higher, an  associ-
ate (A.A.) degree  , or an occupational  certifi cate  . I will also argue that improving a 
range of other skill-building pathways for poor students—including high-quality 
 career and technical education  ; various models of  work-based learning  , such as 
 apprenticeship  ; and other approaches, such as  career pathways   and  training   in 
 particular employment sectors ( sectoral training  ) —would improve their opportuni-
ties in the labor market as well.  
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    Investing in Human Capital: Why Does Postsecondary 
Educational Attainment Lag behind for the Poor? 

    Theory and Evidence 

 The  theory of human capital investment  , as developed by Gary Becker ( 1996 ), 
Jacob Mincer ( 1974 ) and others, posits that (all else equal) a rise  in            labor market 
returns to any particular skill, or an educational credential that signals the attain-
ment of that skill, should generate higher investments in that skill or credential. So 
if demand for those with higher education rises in the labor market, and the earnings 
premium for having a college diploma (relative to high school) increases, more 
students will enroll in college and obtain that degree. This increase in the supply of 
college graduates should, in turn, reach a point that it offsets the higher demand and 
causes the earnings premium to fall to its earlier level. 

 Of course, this scenario assumes no other complications in the adjustment pro-
cess, including market failures of any kind, and no other limits on the potential sup-
ply of skilled labor. If, for example, there are lags in the time needed for such skill 
development, then the adjustment process might take many years to complete, and 
in the presence of imperfect information and foresight among students, the supply 
of  skilled workers   over time could potentially overshoot the new equilibrium, caus-
ing wages of skilled workers to oscillate, as they have in some markets for highly 
educated workers (Freeman  1971 ). 

 On the other hand, the ability of students to make these additional investments at 
all might be limited—if, for example, the marginal students in these markets have 
lower scholastic ability, their information about market returns is incomplete, or 
they face higher costs of investing in the skills. Indeed, among low-income students, 
it is quite possible that all of these complications could limit their investment deci-
sions over time. 1  

 If the theoretical responses of  investments in skills   to market increases in pay 
premia for those skills are therefore somewhat ambiguous, what does the empirical 
evidence show? The important and well-known book by  Claudia Goldin   and 
 Lawrence Katz  ,  The Race between Education and Technology  (2008), offers us per-
haps the clearest long-term evidence on this issue. They show that, due to  techno-
logical developments   in a variety of industries, the labor market return to  high 
school  diplomas rose sharply in the early part of the twentieth century, and in 
response, the supply of high school graduate labor rose over the fi rst several decades 
of the century, just as predicted by the human capital model. 

 Indeed, the process continued until the higher  wage premium   associated with 
high school graduation had disappeared by mid-century. Goldin and Katz note 
that the rise in high school enrollments and graduation refl ected not only private 

1   This discussion assumes that the market return to a completed degree is at least as high for the 
disadvantaged as for other students, which appears to be the case (Backes, Holzer, and Velez 
 2014 ). 
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investment decisions but also a major public policy response to increase the 
teaching capacities of public high schools and encourage (or require) more such 
enrollments. 2  

 In the last few decades of the twentieth century, a similar process occurred in 
which technological change (plus  globalization   and other institutional forces) likely 
increased the demand for  college  graduates and caused their relative wages to rise 
as well. 3  But, unlike the earlier episode, there was relatively little rise in the supply 
of highly skilled workers until the end of the century. Though Autor ( 2014 )  notes   
that higher enrollments in college fi nally increased the supply of highly educated 
labor after the year 2000, and especially after the onset of the Great Recession in 
2007, this increase was suffi cient only to stabilize the premium associated with col-
lege rather than reduce it. 4  

 Furthermore, Bailey and Dynarski ( 2011 ) have shown that the response of col-
lege enrollments and attainments to the higher college wage premiums of the 1980s 
and 1990s varied strongly by family income, with higher responses among high- 
income students than lower-income ones. Accordingly, the gap in B.A. attainments 
that already existed by family income grew larger over time. Other evidence (e.g., 
Holzer and Dunlop  2013 ) also showed rising enrollments in A.A. programs among 
poorer students and minorities after 2000, while Whites/nonpoor students showed 
greater increases in B.A. enrollments and attainments, thus contributing to widen-
ing earnings gaps as well.  

    Explaining the Rising Attainment Gaps among Disadvantaged 
Students 

 What accounts for the rising gap in educational attainment between disadvantaged 
and other students in the past 30 years? 

 Importantly, we must distinguish   enrollment  rates in higher education   from   com-
pletion  rates   among those who enroll. The data show quite large increases in enroll-
ments over time among the poor and minorities as well as nonpoor and/or White 

2   Mandatory high school enrollment up to a certain age (usually 16) in most states was a mecha-
nism by which higher high school enrollment was required. 
3   College enrollments and supply actually rose substantially in the late 1960s and early 1970s in 
response to the Vietnam War because college students were deferred from being drafted; this 
caused the college wage premium to decline substantially in the 1970s (Freeman  1976 ). But enroll-
ments declined after the war ended, and the positive shift in labor demand for college graduates 
appears to have begun around 1980. The associated rise in the college premium was not suffi cient 
to dramatically raise the supply of such graduates for the next few decades. Labor economists have 
long debated the extent to which the rising college premiums of this period mostly refl ect labor 
demand and supply factors (Goldin and Katz  2008 ); (Autor et al.  2008 ) or other institutional forces 
like weaker unions and lower statutory minimum wages (Card and Dinardo  2007 ). 
4   By most accounts, real wages did not rise for college or high school graduates after 2000, only 
rising for those with graduate degrees beyond the B.A. (e.g., Mishel et al.  2012 –2013). 
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students. Indeed, some evidence suggests that enrollment rates have come close to 
converging across these groups, conditional on graduating from high school. And, 
since high school graduation rates have improved markedly for the poor in the past 
few decades (Murnane  2013 ), and certain high school reforms show great success 
in improving the access of the poor and minorities to college enrollment (Bloom 
and Unterman  2014 ), college enrollment rates among minorities and the poor should 
continue to grow over time. Even among the dwindling numbers of high school 
dropouts, college enrollment options might also grow among those who obtain a 
 GED   as the preparation and tests that determine receipt of this degree grow more 
rigorous over time. 5  

 But college completion rates among enrollees have worsened over time (Bound 
et al.  2009 ), with large gaps evident by race and family income, especially at four- 
year colleges and universities (Holzer and Dunlop  2013 ). For instance, Holzer and 
Dunlop show that completion rates at four-year colleges and universities (within 
approximately 8 years of graduating from high school) average over 60 % for the 
entire population but just over 30 % for disadvantaged students. 6  At A.A. programs 
in two-year colleges, completion rates are more comparable across these groups (at 
about 35 %) but are generally low for all students, and the concentration of disad-
vantaged or minority young people is much higher at these schools than for middle- 
class students or Whites. 7  

 What accounts for these gaps? The research by Bound, Lovenheim, and Turner 
and others shows that a number of factors contribute to lower college completion 
rates among the disadvantaged. These include:

•    weaker academic preparation in the K-12 years;  
•   lower wealth and associated liquidity constraints limiting ability to pay tuition 

and other college expenses;  
•   worse information about and lower familiarity with higher education; and  
•   pressure to support a family by working full-time during enrollment.    

 If anything, the gaps in earlier academic achievement, and therefore preparation 
for college, across family income groups have also grown over time (though they 
have fallen somewhat by race—Magnuson and Waldfogel  2008 ; Reardon  2011 ), 
thus contributing to differences in their educational outcomes. But, even within 

5   The effects of the more traditional GED on college attainment or earnings appeared to be modest 
at best (Murnane and Tyler  2000 ; Heckman et al.  2010 ). Those who pass the newer, more rigorous 
one will likely show greater impacts on these outcomes, though we do not yet know if pass rates 
will decline. 
6   Disadvantaged students in this study refer to those from the bottom quarter of the socioeconomic 
status distribution, which presumably measures longer-term family income better than annual 
income. The data on completion are derived from the 2000 panel of the National Educational 
Longitudinal Survey (NELS). 
7   Completion rates are somewhat higher if measured for those in certifi cate as well as A.A. pro-
grams at two-year colleges, though the average wages they generate are lower. On the other hand, 
completion rates calculated for community college enrollment populations that include adults and 
not just a cohort of youth out of high school are usually much lower than 35 %. 
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groups of students with fairly uniform achievement levels, large gaps in completion 
rates between poor and other students are observed (Backes et al.  2014 ). 

 What role is played by the rising costs of higher education in America (College 
Board  2013b )? If  capital markets   operated fully effi ciently, academically able stu-
dents from low-income families would be able to fully borrow for whatever human 
capital investments they were capable of making. But evidence has shown that accu-
mulated family wealth (especially through the housing market) and access to fi nan-
cial aid have some impact on student enrollment and attainment (Lovenheim  2011 ; 
Brown et al.  2009 ), thus suggesting that capital markets are highly imperfect in 
overcoming wealth differences across families and lack of access to liquid wealth 
(often known as “ liquidity constraints  ”) among the disadvantaged. 8  And, as the 
fi nancial costs of two- and four-year public institutions continue to rise, because of 
reductions in state fi nancial assistance to these institutions (College Board  2013b ), 
these constraints may grow more serious over time. 

 It is also clear that information about the world of higher education is highly 
imperfect, especially among fi rst-generation college enrollees from disadvantaged 
families. Indeed, when applying to college, low-income students are much more 
likely to attend the two- or four-year colleges located closest to where they live, 
which (for poorer and minority students) are likely lower-tier public colleges; as a 
result, there is often some signifi cant undermatching between high-achieving stu-
dents from low-income families and the colleges they attend (Bowen et al.  2005 , 
 2009 ). Such undermatching appears to at least partly refl ect differences in informa-
tion about school quality available to the disadvantaged compared to other students, 
as well as in the likelihood of being accepted to higher-quality schools. 9  Accordingly, 
fairly small increments in information on higher education can have sizable effects 
not only on whether such students enroll but also where (Goodman  2013 ; Hoxby 
and Turner  2014 ), while assistance with fi lling out fi nancial aid forms can have a 
signifi cant impact as well (Bettinger et al.  2012 ). 

 Also, full-time work, and therefore part-time enrollment, is strongly associated 
with lower completion rates (College Board  2013a ); this pressure to work is no 
doubt especially strong among single parents of small children. And a greater lack 
of  social capital   and supports among such students likely impedes their ability to 
successfully complete classes and accumulate credits as well. 

8   In perfect capital markets, high-ability students should have no diffi culty borrowing the funds 
needed to cover the costs of investing in college, as such investments should be regarded by the 
markets as relatively safe and generating a strong return. But very imperfect information about 
student ability or other factors reduces the funding available for investments in higher education; 
this, in turn, forces students to rely more heavily on their own family income or wealth, which 
causes many from lower-income or lower-wealth families to be “liquidity constrained.” It is also 
likely that disadvantaged students choose to rely less heavily on loans, the repayment and debt 
servicing of which might be more burdensome to, and impose more risk on, those with lower 
incomes (unless repayment were fully income-contingent). 
9   Undermatching could, of course, also refl ect personal preferences if disadvantaged students 
might feel more out of place at more elite schools socially or worry about the higher costs of 
attending. 
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 On top of these  personal  factors, the  institutions  they attend matter as well 
(Bound et al.  2009 ). Even controlling for K-12 achievement, students who attend 
 four-year colleges   have much higher completion rates than those at  two-year col-
leges  , as we noted above, and within the former group, completion rates rise with 
college quality. In other words, given groups of students are more likely to graduate 
when they attend elite private colleges and universities, as well as the fl agship state 
universities, than when they attend less selective public colleges. And it is in the less 
selective colleges and universities that much of the recent increases in college 
enrollments have occurred. Thus, raising the access of lower-income youth to four- 
instead of two-year colleges, and to more selective ones within the former, might 
actually raise their graduation rates. 10  

 Why do completion rates vary by institution? For one thing, the elite colleges 
have much more resources per student and can provide a range of academic and 
personal supports that cannot be matched at less selective schools. They also pro-
vide other benefi ts to students struggling to fi nish their degree programs. For 
instance, the more affl uent schools can afford more sections of courses, thus 
enabling more students to fi t them into their schedules; at the less selective schools, 
more rigid scheduling makes it harder for students to complete their chosen pro-
grams—especially if the students are working full time. The higher quality of the 
student peer groups at the more selective schools likely also contributes to these 
effects (Sacerdote  2001 ). 

 Even within institutions, fi nishing a program depends on what supports are avail-
able to students and also to their chosen fi elds of study. The data tell us that, all else 
equal, those majoring in science, technology, engineering or math (STEM) have 
somewhat lower completion rates, as the level and diffi culty of work required in 
STEM classes is higher and requires greater levels of earlier math preparation 
(Backes et al.  2014 ). 

 But, perhaps more surprisingly, the harder fi elds of study are not always the ones 
with the lowest completion rates. Using administrative data from the state of Florida, 
Backes, Holzer, and Velez fi nd the lowest completion rates in both two- and four- 
year colleges among those majoring in fairly nondescript humanities fi elds like 
“general studies” or “liberal studies.” And large subsets of students end up in these 
fi elds, especially in A.A. degree programs and among disadvantaged students. 11  
Rates of completion are also higher in more technical certifi cate programs than in 
A.A. programs, perhaps partly because the former are completed much more 
quickly. 

10   This argument, of course, runs counter to the one frequently made that affi rmative action actually 
hurts the educational attainment of minorities by enabling them to attend school where they are too 
disadvantaged academically to succeed. The evidence in support of this claim does not appear 
persuasive (Holzer and Neumark  2006 ). 
11   In the Florida data, 55 % of students in A.A. programs overall major in the humanities, usually 
refl ecting “general studies” or “liberal studies,” while for disadvantaged students (defi ned here as 
those eligible for free or reduced-price lunch) the comparable fraction is 60 %. 
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 Another type of institution is the  for-profi t colleges  , which have recently grown 
in size and now consume quite large fractions of  federal student aid  . 12  Recent analy-
sis (Cellini  2012 ; Deming et al.  2013 ) shows lower completion rates in the for-profi t 
schools, somewhat lower earnings among those who complete them, and higher 
debt burdens among those who do not complete them. 

     What About Earnings? 

 Ultimately, the institution of higher education that one attends, the fi eld of study one 
chooses, and the degree that one does or does not complete all have important 
effects on one’s future  earnings  . 

 As is widely known, the average labor market returns to the B.A. degree (relative 
to a high school diploma) have roughly doubled since 1980, and now those with 
B.A.’s earn nearly 80 % more than high school graduates (Autor  2014 ). For those 
who have continued beyond the B.A. and completed some type of graduate degree, 
returns have grown even more substantially; this has occurred even in the past 
decade or so, when the returns to the B.A. have fl attened (as enrollments and attain-
ment of the B.A. have risen). 

 Returns to the A.A. degree have also risen over time, especially for females, 
though not by as much as those for B.A. degrees and higher (Kane and Rouse  1995 ; 
Acemoglu and Autor  2010 ; Bailey and Belfi eld  2013 ). 13  But vocational certifi cates 
can generate important earnings gains for low-income students as well and take 
much less time to complete than A.A. or B.A. degrees. In fact, those with certifi cates 
in high-demand or technical fi elds—such as health care or advanced manufactur-
ing—frequently earn more than those with A.A.’s (and even some with B.A.’s) in 
humanities or “liberal studies,” though less than those with more technical A.A. 
degrees (Backes et al.  2014 ). 14  More generally, the fi eld of study one chooses has 
very large effects on earnings, implying that the average return to a particular aca-
demic credential can be somewhat misleading about any particular individual’s true 
prospects. 

12   For instance, over a quarter of Pell fi nancial aid now goes to students at for-profi t schools 
(College Board  2013b ). 
13   To infer changing returns over time, the estimated returns to community college in Bailey and 
Belfi eld can be compared to those estimated earlier in Kane and Rouse, though the data and sam-
ples used differ somewhat between the two studies. Acemoglu and Autor ( 2010 ) use consistent 
data and sampling methods over time, but they only list years of schooling completed rather than 
the A.A. degree. One can roughly infer the changing returns to the A.A. degree over time in their 
work by looking at returns for those with 14 years of schooling. 
14   Carnevale et al. ( 2011 ) and Owen and Sawhill ( 2013 ) also emphasize the high variance in returns 
across fi elds and the fact that the earnings of some certifi cate or A.A. degree holders can exceed 
those of B.A. holders at the lower end of the B.A. distribution. 
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 For those who do not complete their degree programs, there is still some return 
in the form of higher earnings to credits attained. But those who drop out of two- 
and four-year college programs often do so before they have attained many credits, 
in addition to losing the “sheepskin effect” of completing and attaining the degree. 
This is especially true for those with poor academic preparation in the K-12 years, 
who often need remediation when they attend community colleges and cannot take 
many courses for credit until they have successfully completed these remedial pro-
grams (Bettinger et al.  2013 ; Long  2014 ). 

 All of this implies that many college-going students from disadvantaged families 
will ultimately enjoy much less economic success than the average earnings of col-
lege graduates imply. Too many of them will go to A.A. programs or less selective 
four-year colleges where completion rates in general are low; once there, some will 
likely be trapped in non-credit-bearing remediation classes from which they cannot 
emerge. Others will choose fi elds of study at these institutions with even lower- 
than- average completion rates and low  labor market compensation  . And many will 
drop out before having accumulated enough credits to gain much compensation, 
even in fi elds that the labor market does value. 

 Besides the weak academic preparation that many of these students bring to col-
lege, and the generally low resources of the institutions they attend, are there other 
problems which lead to the discouraging outcomes we’ve described? I believe there 
are problems of too little  information  and too weak  incentives  at the community 
colleges and other public four-year colleges and universities. 

 Most students get virtually no  career   (or even  academic  )  counseling   before or 
during college; most never obtain any  workforce services   of the type routinely pro-
vided in a jobs (or “one-stop”) center fi nanced by the  U.S. Department of Labor  . 
Indeed, the student experience at most two-year colleges has been described by one 
prominent researcher as a “shapeless river” in which students fl oat along but receive 
little structure or guidance, and little assistance even while navigating across pro-
grams (Scott-Clayton  2011 ; Jenkins and Cho  2012 ). This stands in sharp contrast to 
some traditional proprietary vocational colleges (Rosenbaum  2002 ), where course- 
taking and curricula are very structured and job placement assistance is strong. 
Though some studies (Wiswall and Zafar  2013 ; Long et al.  2014 ) show that new 
information on the labor market has just limited infl uence on student choices, it 
seems likely that these effects would be greater among the disadvantaged (whose 
choices right now seem to refl ect so little attention to market returns). 15  

 But, even if student choices were better informed and therefore more optimal, 
they would be constrained by limited teaching capacity in high-demand fi elds and 
other institutional features that are common at two-year colleges and the less pres-
tigious four-year programs where resources are very limited. Because instructors 

15   Altonji et al. ( 2012 ) reviews the literature on choices of student major and emphasizes how early 
choices about studying certain fi elds (like math and science), often made under great uncertainty 
about the future, constrain later choices of major in response to labor market developments. 
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and equipment are frequently more expensive in the high-demand fi elds, and 
because subsidies from most states are still based primarily on student “seat time,” 
regardless of academic or subsequent labor market success; college administrators 
have little incentive to expand instructional capacity in these high-cost fi elds (Holzer 
 2014 ). 16    

    Are There Other Pathways to Labor Market Success 
Besides College? 

 One of the reasons that returns to college have grown so much in the U.S. is that 
those for a high school diploma have diminished, especially for young men. Indeed, 
most American employers have little reason to believe that the average high school 
graduate brings occupational or technical skills to the workplace that they will 
value, or strong communication or analytical skills, or even strong basic cognitive 
ones. Indeed, on a recent test of skills among workers in 24  Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)   countries, Americans scored 
quite low on  literacy   or  problem-solving profi ciency   and especially on  numeracy  ; 
this was especially true among those without postsecondary education. And the 
skills of non-college-going high school graduates have diminished in recent years as 
college enrollment rates have risen, so the pool of non-college-going high school 
graduates looks relatively worse over time. 17  

 Yet in other European countries like Germany, employers are willing to pay high 
school graduates more, at least partly because they know these young people will 
bring some analytical and technical skills to jobs that they value. The same seems 
much less true in the U.S. today. 

 For students who might not be bound for college or universities right away, 
especially right after high school, a range of other approaches to enhance their 
labor market skills are being developed and implemented in a number of states and 
localities. These include high-quality career and technical education programs in 
high school, work-based learning models like apprenticeships, and innovative 
approaches to adult training like sectoral models. We consider each of these 
approaches below. 

16   While Rosenbaum’s ( 2001 ) study argues that proprietary occupational colleges more success-
fully link their students to the labor market than do community colleges, the recent evidence on the 
broader category of proprietary (or for-profi t) colleges has been less positive (Deming et al.  2013 ). 
17   See OECD ( 2013 ) for results from a new cross-national evaluation of adult literacy known as 
PIAAC (Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies), which largely con-
fi rm earlier fi ndings from the PISA (Programme for International Student Assessment) tests given 
at earlier ages. 
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    Career and Technical Education 

 Traditionally, non-college-bound students, especially those from  minority   or disad-
vantaged backgrounds, have enrolled in  vocational education   in the U.S. or been 
“tracked” there against their will. These programs prepared students mostly for low- 
wage jobs, often in declining sectors. Beginning in the 1960s, resentment from 
minority families and communities over tracking led to declining enrollments in 
these programs, though they were not reformed for decades. Even when the school- 
to- work programs of the 1990s briefl y received federal funding (Neumark  2007 ), 
traditional vocational programs went largely untouched. And, though their quality 
has improved somewhat in recent years, career and technical education (CTE) pro-
grams have not become a large-scale alternative to academic programs that prepare 
students for “college only.” 18  

 But a number of newer CTE models have been emerging that no longer force 
students to choose between college and “career” and instead try to prepare them for 
both (Holzer et al.  2013 ). Best known of these programs are the  career academies  , 
which are programs within more general high schools that prepare students for 
careers in a particular sector, such as health care, information technology, or fi nance. 
Students take courses within the academy as well as outside of it and often fi nd part- 
time or summer work within the sector. Evaluation evidence shows strong and last-
ing impacts on the earnings of enrollees, especially disadvantaged young men, 
whose earnings remain nearly 20 % higher than those in the control group 8 years 
after enrollment, at least partly because of the greater labor market exposure that 
academy students receive (Page  2012 ). There is also no evidence of lasting effects 
(positive or negative) on high school completion or college enrollment (Kemple 
 2008 ). More recent versions of career academies put more emphasis on maintaining 
strong college preparatory curricula while still maintaining the emphasis on specifi c 
sectors and careers. 

 Other models, perhaps less well known or less rigorously evaluated, also try to 
prepare students for both college and careers. These include the  High Schools that 
Work   in many Southern states;  Linked Learning   in California; and  high-tech high 
schools   (Holzer et al.  2013 ). High school programs that provide strong career-based 
instruction and a seamless entry into college (especially the kinds of “early college 
high schools” reviewed in Schwartz and Hoffman  2014 ) look particularly  promising. 
Virtually all students at these schools get some career exposure and exploration. 
Wherever possible, high-quality academic material is incorporated into work- or 
project-based learning to contextualize the material and make it more relevant to 
students. Links to employers in targeted industries, and professional development 

18   Some recent changes have been driven by the latest reauthorization of the Carl T. Perkins Act in 
2007, which provides $1 billion for state and local CTE programs. The current version of Perkins 
requires states to identify growing or high-wage “career clusters” and to generate “paths of study” 
to move students into these sectors. There is also evidence that the extent to which CTE students 
take math and science courses in high school has risen in recent years. See Holzer et al.  2013 . 
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for staff, is emphasized as well. A network of “pathway states” aims to expand the 
best models and increase student and school participation in them. 19   

    Work-Based Learning 

 Work-based learning models, sometimes called “learning while earning,” have 
enjoyed a recent surge of interest, even outside of school CTE programs. These 
models include internships, co-op programs at colleges, apprenticeships, and 
“career pathways.” 

 Many such programs provide students with paid work experience as well as a 
postsecondary credential of value in the labor market (Holzer and Lerman  2014b ). 
At a time when young people are experiencing low employment rates (due to the 
Great Recession and weak labor market recovery afterward), combining work expe-
rience with postsecondary attainment is an appealing option. The paid work experi-
ence might better motivate low-income students to complete their training and also 
contextualizes the learning. 

 Apprenticeships, in particular, give students strong paid-work experience while 
they gain an  occupational credential  . Early on, the wages they receive might be 
somewhat below market levels so employers don’t have to fully bear the cost of 
such training. 20  But this means that public sector costs are quite low, while employ-
ers also seem to like the program. German companies, in particular, have introduced 
such programs in the U.S., though not necessarily in identical form to the well- 
known apprenticeship model widely used in Germany. 21  

 In the U.S., certain states—like South Carolina, Wisconsin, and Georgia—are 
encouraging employers to expand apprenticeships through marketing campaigns 
and modest fi nancial incentives to help offset costs (Lerman  2014 ). Indeed, while 
employers often fi nd them appealing, few would develop them completely on their 
own due to a variety of market failures. 22  

 Incumbent worker  training   is another model of work-based learning. A range of 
states have provided subsidies for such training, at least before the Great Recession 
began (Hollenbeck  2008 ). The training was mostly limited to nonprofessional and 

19   Much of this work has been based on an infl uential report entitled  Pathways to Prosperity  
(Symonds et al.  2011 ). See also Hoffman ( 2011 ). 
20   As Becker has pointed out, the more general the training, the less employers will be willing to 
pay for it, because workers could leave at any time before employers recoup the costs of their 
investments. 
21   Nelson Schwartz, “Where Factory Apprenticeship is Latest Model from Germany.”  New York 
Times , November 27, 2013. 
22   Economists, in particular, often wonder why certain activities that benefi t both workers and 
employers are not undertaken more frequently on their own. A range of market failures, such as 
high fi xed costs for organizing such programs, limited information about their benefi ts, and wage 
rigidities (such as the minimum wage) that limit fi rms’ abilities to share training costs with work-
ers, could impede these undertakings. 
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nonmanagerial starting employees, and the training was usually designed to help 
them advance within the companies (or to prevent them from being laid off). To 
prevent the training from being too narrowly focused (or too “customized,” in more 
modern lingo) on the needs of the specifi c employer, especially when public funds 
for the training are being provided, the states attempt to ensure that skills are at least 
somewhat general and “portable” to other employers and sectors. Evidence suggests 
positive impacts both on workers and on their performance in the workplace (Holzer 
et al.  1993 ; Ahlstrand et al.  2003 ; Hollenbeck  2008 .)  

    Sectoral Training/Career Pathway Programs 

 Training outside of the workplace that nonetheless targets jobs in a particular grow-
ing or high-wage sector, with the active involvement of particular employers, is 
known as “sectoral training.” Workforce intermediaries bring together employers in 
that sector, training providers (either community colleges or others) and workers. 
The intermediaries help provide the workers with access to needed supports and 
services, including transportation and childcare. The intermediaries also work with 
providers and employers to make sure that the training fi ts the employers’ needs. If 
successful, employers come to trust the intermediaries over time to screen workers 
and refer only those with strong skills and work habits. 

 Rigorous evaluations (Maguire et al.  2010 ; Roder and Elliott  2011 ) have shown 
that sectoral programs can generate large impacts on the earnings of adults and 
youth—of 30% or more—within 2 years of the onset of training. But the training 
generally works only for disadvantaged workers with quite strong basic skills and 
job readiness rather than the “hard to employ.” Questions also remain about the 
extent to which impacts survive over time, particularly after workers leave their cur-
rent jobs and maybe even that sector of employment. 

 Many states have begun efforts to scale up  “sectoral” models   by creating partner-
ships between community colleges and employers or industry associations (National 
Governors Association  2014 ). Efforts in many cities and substate regions of the 
country have been undertaken as well (National Fund for Workforce Solutions 
 2014 ). 23  The  Obama   administration has also embraced “demand driven” or “job 
driven” training as ways to meet the needs of the long-term unemployed and other 
disadvantaged workers. 24  

 But little data exists to date measuring the outcomes achieved, in terms of num-
bers of workers trained or employed in these broader efforts, much less what the 

23   The National Fund is an effort funded by several philanthropic foundations to expand and scale 
sectoral training models at the city or regional level. It currently operates at over 30 sites around 
the country. 
24   See the White House ( 2014 ) for a very recent report by the Offi ce of the Vice President on how 
to encourage more state and local workforce boards to engage in demand-driven (or “job driven”) 
training. 
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impacts are on worker earnings. Tensions can sometimes exist between the time it 
takes to build local or state “partnerships” between employers, intermediaries, and 
service providers, on the one hand, and the often-changing skill needs of employers 
and workers in a dynamic labor market on the other. Making sure that these models 
are not just windfalls for employers who would otherwise provide the training 
themselves, or that the training serves at least somewhat disadvantaged workers— 
whom employers might be reluctant to hire—requires some vigilance on the part of 
intermediaries or state offi cials. 

 Finally, a number of states are trying to develop “career pathways” that combine 
classroom work in a certifi cate or A.A. program with various amounts of work 
experience as they move up an occupational ladder of some type. For instance, stu-
dents might fi rst become a certifi ed nursing assistant and then a licensed practical 
nurse, with some ultimately becoming registered nurses. A network of states are 
receiving technical assistance and support for developing a range of these programs 
(CLASP  2014 ) within broader career pathway “systems.” But little evidence exists 
to date on the impacts of these efforts (Fein et al.  2013 ).   

    Policy Implications 

 Based on the preceding discussion, a policy agenda to expand opportunities of dis-
advantaged Americans to build more labor market skills would include the follow-
ing goals:

•    improve completion rates at two- and four-year colleges;  
•   expand postsecondary options that have labor market value; and  
•   develop additional and alternative pathways to skill-building and work experi-

ence through expanding high-quality CTE and work-based learning    

    Improving College Completion Rates 

 Perhaps the best thing we could do to improve college completion rates for disad-
vantaged students would be to improve their academic preparation in the K-12 years. 
An enormous research and policy literature already exists on this topic, to which I 
can add relatively little. But it is clear that any such policies need to emphasize both 
equity and accountability, with more resources going to poor students and commu-
nities and strong performance incentives guiding their use. This can be accom-
plished with stronger  curricula   (which could be encouraged through widespread 
implementation of the Common Core and its Next Generation Science Standards), 
 teacher professional development  , and  incentives based on teacher performance in 
salary   determination, along with higher compensation for strong teachers in math 
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and science and in segregated or high-poverty areas. 25  High school reforms that are 
modeled on successes like the  Small Schools of Choice in New York  , along with 
other  dropout prevention   efforts (Balfanz  2010 ), would help as well. 

 Given their K-12 performance, increasing the access of disadvantaged students 
to better colleges and universities would clearly improve their education and 
employment outcomes. One way to do so would be to provide better information on 
college choice to high school students as they prepare to apply for college. The 
evidence to date indicates that even small and low-cost improvements in dissemi-
nating information among such students can improve the quality of the colleges to 
which they apply (Hoxby and Turner  2014 ). Merely requiring all students to take 
the  ACT exam   can generate more information about college quality for these stu-
dents, which ultimately increases enrollments at better colleges (Goodman  2013 ; 
Hyman  2013 ). Changes in recruitment practices, with fl agship and elite colleges 
reaching out to more disadvantaged students and/or those in poorer neighborhoods, 
would help as well. 

 Once disadvantaged students apply more frequently to better colleges, they 
might also be given better chances of being accepted in the  admissions process  —
through some adjustment of the relative weights applied to traditional academic 
performance measures (like grades and especially standardized test scores) versus 
disadvantaged backgrounds and other measures of merit and character (Bowen et al. 
 2005 ,  2009 ). To some extent, this is happening already, as the fl agship public uni-
versities feel pressure to adjust their affi rmative action admissions policies; though 
the Supreme Court has not yet fully struck-down race-based admissions policies, it 
has clearly indicated it regards them as its least preferred method of increasing 
diversity on campuses. 26  Using family- or place-based measures of disadvantaged in 
place of race in admissions decisions will likely generate student bodies with 
somewhat lower representation of Blacks and Hispanics but higher representation 
of low- income and disadvantaged students of all races (Long  2004 ). 

 Of course, another way of improving the access of disadvantaged students to 
better-resourced colleges and universities would be to redistribute public resources 
more equitably between fl agship and nonfl agship schools. The evidence suggests 
that state higher education subsidies may be regressive, given the greater generosity 
most state legislatures show to their fl agship schools (though the exact evidence 
depends on the range of public resources that are included in the calculations). 27  Of 
course, these legislatures tend to believe that the fl agships contribute more to state 

25   See, for instance, the report by the Equity and Excellence Commission (U.S. Department of 
Education  2012b ; Duncan and Murnane  2014 ; Chetty et al.  2011 . 
26   In its most recent ruling on affi rmative action in higher education admissions, in Fisher v. 
University of Texas, the Supreme Court affi rmed that race could be used as one of many factors to 
generate a diverse student body, but only if it had exhausted all other potential remedies and found 
them to fail in generating such diversity. 
27   See Hansen and Weisbrod ( 1969 ) for the beginning of a longstanding argument on the regressive 
nature of state subsidies to higher education, and Johnson ( 2005 ) for evidence that these subsidies 
are more income-neutral when we also consider the progressive nature of the state taxes that 
fi nance them. 
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economic development, and their alumni tend to be well represented among (or 
infl uential with) state legislators, making any such redistribution very hard to 
achieve. 

 Still, we spend nearly $200 billion of public funds each year on higher education 
in America, and perhaps those funds could be spent more effi ciently and generate a 
stronger set of academic outcomes. For one thing, a range of supports provided to 
improve academic outcomes are in need of some reform. These include  fi nancial 
aid  , developmental (or remedial)  education  , tutoring/coaching, and the formation of 
learning communities. 

 Individual fi nancial aid can come from the federal government in the form of 
 Pell grants  , loans, and/or  work study  ; the institutions themselves also provide such 
aid. The research evidence suggests that simplicity and transparency increase stu-
dent access to aid, while conditioning continuation of the aid (at least to some 
extent) on satisfactory academic outcomes (for example, through merit scholar-
ships) improves performance incentives and outcomes (Dynarski and Scott-Clayton 
 2007 ; Patel et al.  2013 ). 28  A set of Pell grant reforms have been suggested recently 
based on these principles (College Board  2013a ; Baum and Scott-Clayton  2013 ). 
 Student loans  , which have recently become more burdensome to students who drop 
out of college or have some diffi culty fi nding well-paying jobs after graduating, 
could also be made less burdensome by moving repayments to an income-contin-
gent basis, among other reforms (Akers and Chingos  2014 ). 29  And even providing 
assistance to low-income parents as they fi ll out fi nancial aid forms seems to help 
(Bettinger et al.  2012 ). 

 The methods by which two-year and four-year colleges choose students for 
remediation, and then deliver it, are greatly in need of reform (Long  2014 ). Students 
are often required, for instance, to pass Algebra I, though this math is not necessary 
for the occupational degree in question, or they are required to pass other exams that 
are often shown to be unrelated to subsequent student performance in for-credit 
classes (Scott-Clayton  2012 ). 30  In its current form, the provision of remediation 
generally has little positive effect on academic outcomes of students or even nega-
tive effects (Clotfelter et al.  2013 ). 31  

28   On the other hand, Cohodes and Goodman ( 2014 ) show evidence that generous merit scholar-
ships to in-state public university students can actually reduce the quality of the institution they 
attend, thus reducing college completion rates as well. 
29   Susan Dynarski, “What We Mean When We Say Student Debt Is Bad.”  New York Times , August 
8, 2014. 
30   While math profi ciency generally and skill in algebra specifi cally (Holzer and Lerman  2014a ) 
seem to contribute to one’s earnings, there is much less evidence that profi ciency in algebra con-
tributes to success in completing community college or to the earnings of these students. Long 
( 2014 ) argues that literacy might be more foundational for these students in terms of their ability 
to complete college classes. 
31   Negative effects might occur, for instance, if students have only limited time or fi nancing for 
higher education and such time is consumed in non-credit-generating remediation rather than 
credit-accumulation in real courses. 
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 Accordingly, reforms that would accelerate remediation and integrate it into 
teaching or training classes would likely be successful (Bettinger et al.  2013 ). One 
such model, the  Integrated Basic Education and Skills Training (I-BEST)   program 
in the state of Washington, has generated strong outcomes and is regarded as a 
promising (though expensive) alternative to standalone remediation (Zeidenberg 
et al.  2010 ). Delivery of remediation could also be made more effective by acceler-
ating it and better integrating it into labor market training or information. 

 The provision of a range of other supports—such as  childcare   or other income 
supports—can be made more accessible by programs like “ Single Stop  ,” which 
applies the  one-stop concept of service delivery   at college (often two-year) cam-
puses. Mandatory participation of students in counseling or support classes has 
shown some benefi ts, as has “coaching” more in general (Bettinger et al.  2012 ). 
Requiring students to attend class full time while giving a generous package of 
income and other supports (as done in Accelerated Study in Associate  Programs  , or 
ASAP, at the City University of New York), can improve program completion rates 
as well (Scrivener and Weiss  2013 ).  

    Expanding Postsecondary Options with Labor Market Value 

 As indicated above, it is not enough just to increase college completion rates for 
disadvantaged students; we also need to improve the labor market value of the cre-
dentials they seek and attain. 

 States and regions are setting up many partnerships between community colleges 
and employer groups, with the hope of expanding sectoral training and career path-
way programs that better connect disadvantaged workers to high-demand sectors 
and good-paying jobs (National Governors Association  2014 ). But before these 
efforts can replicate the best programs and achieve some real scale, some other 
reforms must be undertaken to address the problems of limited student information 
and institutional incentives described above. 

 On providing information, we need to undertake a major effort to improve the 
availability and quality of career counseling that students get. Ideally, this would 
begin in high school for every student. But as students approach either two- or four- 
year colleges, especially in the public sector, they should obtain counseling on 
career pathways and job availability in their state and region as well as nationally. 
This counseling could be delivered through the nation’s  job centers   (formerly called 
One-Stops), though now most students never set foot in them. The job centers could 
perhaps be expanded with satellite offi ces on public campuses, especially commu-
nity colleges, with appropriate efforts to ensure the quality of counseling will be 
maintained or improved.  Online data sources   (such as  College Measures ) that  pro-
vide   detailed information on earnings among graduates of specifi c colleges could 
also help in this regard. 
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 Importantly, the data needed for such up-to-date counseling efforts are becoming 
more available. With federal support and encouragement, states are linking their 
college and labor market administrative data at the micro level and making them 
more accessible to researchers and policy makers (Zinn and Van Kluenen  2014 ). 
Such data could be summarized on an annual basis and presented in a manner that 
counselors could use to better inform student decisions, especially for those seeking 
an occupational credential. 32  

 A variety of approaches could be used to improve the incentives of colleges 
and employers to increase job-relevant training capacity. Some of these have been 
incorporated in the recently reauthorized  Workforce Innovation and Opportunity 
Act  , though its capacity and budget remains quite small (National Skills Coalition 
 2014 ); and the Offi ce of the Vice President has recently published a report on a 
variety of other ways of encouraging more “job driven” training (White House 
 2014 ). 

 In addition, I think it is important to impose some accountability through 
 performance- driven subsidies   for public colleges at the two- and even four-year 
level (Holzer  2014 ). A number of states are, in fact, beginning to do so (National 
Conference of State Legislatures  2014 ) by tying their subsidies for specifi c colleges 
to a range of student academic outcomes in a variety of ways. I would expand this 
approach to include postcollege employment as well as academic outcomes among 
the ones that determine the levels of subsidies, and with heavy weight on both sets 
of outcomes for disadvantaged or minority students. The federal government could 
also use a variety of competitive grants programs to encourage the states in this 
endeavor. 

 The administrative data described above are uniquely suited to the purpose of 
implementing this strategy. And there are other pitfalls that would need to be 
avoided—e.g., colleges would now have an incentive to “cream” or “skim” by 
admitting higher-quality students than before. But careful implementation of these 
standards, perhaps using some type of value-added measures for labor market per-
formance among a college’s enrollees and graduates (or “risk adjustment” based on 
their initial characteristics), could help avoid these pitfalls while we learn what 
really works or doesn’t in this area (Bailey and Xu  2012 ). 33  

32   See Jacobson ( 2013 ) for a vision of how individual students might ultimately use such data to 
calculate average completion rates and subsequent earnings for students like themselves at particu-
lar colleges or universities and with particular majors at each of them. At least potentially, students 
might be able to make much better-informed choices about colleges to attend and majors to pick 
using such data. 
33   The “Gainful Employment” regulations recently implemented by the U.S. Department of 
Education, on for-profi t colleges and certifi cate programs at public ones, are another attempt to 
impose accountability, by focusing on debt incurred relative to incomes earned by students after 
college. 
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     Expanding High-Quality CTE and Work-Based Learning 

 High-quality career and technical education, beginning in high school and then con-
tinuing in college (through career pathway programs), could provide disadvantaged 
young people with a wider range of options leading to ultimate economic success. 
Apprenticeships and other work-based learning models could also play an impor-
tant role. 

 The expansion of these programs, through the replicating and scaling of appar-
ently successful models, would once again need to occur mostly at the state and 
local levels. A variety of states are already moving in this direction, working with 
major employers to increase education and training options for work in their 
industries. 34  

 The federal government could, once again, play a more useful role in this pro-
cess. By distributing roughly $1 billion in funding to states and localities through 
the  Perkins Act  , the federal agencies already have a vehicle through which they can 
encourage the adoption of higher-quality CTE models with more universal appeal. 
Recently proposed reforms to Perkins (U.S. Department of Education  2012a ) would 
help such an effort, though there is always resistance from the CTE community to 
implementing them. 35  The Labor Department’s  Youth Career Connect grants   could 
also encourage this process. And the Obama administration’s recent announcement 
of a grants program to encourage apprenticeship (Wilson  2014 ) could also be the 
fi rst of a number of steps to expand them as well.   

    Conclusion 

 Above I have listed a set of factors that render higher education in the U.S. less 
effective at helping disadvantaged students gain skills and labor market success than 
it otherwise might be. These factors include the weak academic preparation of poor 
students, the fi nancial constraints they face, and their poor information about col-
lege options; they also include the relatively lower quality of the institutions (both 
two- and four-year, both for- and not-for-profi t) that they attend, and the weak infor-
mation about the labor markets that limit their choices, as well as the weak incen-
tives for colleges to respond to that labor market. I then outline a set of policies and 
programs at the federal and state levels to improve college completion rates, labor 
market success for college graduates (at both the two- and four-year levels), and 
access to high-quality career and technical education as well as work-based learning 
among those students. 

 But a number of factors, both economic and political, could limit the effective-
ness of these approaches. For one thing, a full 7 years after the beginning of the 

34   See Jobs for the Future ( 2014 ). 
35   See, for instance, Association of Career and Technical Education ( 2012 ). 
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Great Recession, our nation’s job market remains relatively weak, and young work-
ers continue to show greatly reduced employment and earnings as a result (Altonji 
et al.  2014 ). 36  Because education and training are designed to prepare a more skilled 
supply of labor to meet employer demands, any such ongoing weakness might make 
these approaches less successful—especially if we train lots of individuals for jobs 
that they cannot get afterward. We hope that the nation’s slow but steady recovery 
from this downturn will proceed and that its overall sluggishness will not continue 
to weaken the job market outcomes of young people indefi nitely. 37  

 Even if the labor market strengthens in the aggregate, labor demand now seems 
very dynamic and fl uid across sectors of the economy. This means skills that are in 
high demand today might not be tomorrow as labor demand shifts (because of new 
technologies and globalization) often occur in unpredictable ways. Accordingly, 
workers trained for specifi c careers and sectors must also have a broad range of 
“portable” skills, some general and some specifi c, that will enable them to move 
between fi rms and sectors over time. Ongoing availability of assistance in retraining 
(or what some observers call “lifelong learning”) as well as fi nding new sectors of 
employment should also be part of any such plan. 

 An ample supply of well-educated workers would hopefully also encourage 
employers to demand more of their labor rather than more fully automating their 
workplaces or sending such jobs overseas. The recent arrival of several hundred 
German manufacturers in the U.S. in the last few years and their expansion of pro-
duction facilities here (while domestic companies continue to cut back in this area) 
indicates the potential for labor demand expansion if we were to generate a well- 
trained labor force over time 38  

 Regardless of what policies we implement in this area, large numbers of 
American workers will have weak education and skills as well as low earnings over 

36   As of late 2014, the national unemployment rate hovers around 6 %. But no doubt this fi gure 
understates the degree of slack in the labor market, because many job-seekers have either dropped 
out of the labor force (Jared Bernstein and Harry J. Holzer. “A Win-Win Approach to Increase the 
Future Labor Force,” PostEverything,  Washington Post , September 11, 2014) and/or taken part-
time jobs when they prefer full-time ones. 
37   Some commentators (e.g., Lawrence Summers, “On Secular Stagnation,”  Reuters , December 6, 
2013) have suggested that the U.S. might be experiencing “secular stagnation,” in which we cannot 
generate suffi cient aggregate demand to move us back toward full employment. But Summers 
(“Supply Issues Could Hamper US Economy,”  Washington Post , September 7, 2014) and others 
have also worried about declines in labor force participation, perhaps partly in response to poor 
labor market opportunities, that occur even among those well below retirement age and which 
could limit potential economic growth over time. See Bernstein and Holzer (2014) for suggestions 
on how job training and work-based learning programs could be used to expand the earnings 
potential and labor force participation among these groups. 
38   For instance, the Siemens Corporation built a gas turbine engine manufacturing plant in North 
Carolina in 2012–2013, but only after it had made arrangements with local community and 4-year 
colleges to generate a steady stream of technicians and engineers for employment there. On the 
other hand, the German companies seem to come primarily because of proximity to the U.S. con-
sumer market, low energy prices, and low regulations. We do not want to assume that any increase 
in the supply of skilled labor will automatically generate its own demand. 
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time. Accordingly, increases in a range of other work supports will be necessary—
including expansions of the  earned income tax credit (EITC)   for those who cur-
rently benefi t very little, like childless adults and noncustodial parents; and paid 
parental leave. 39  Moderate increases in the federal and state minimum wages could 
supplement these reforms (Sawhill and Karpilow  2014 ), 40  while efforts to address a 
specifi c set of barriers in the labor market—for instance, for those with criminal 
records—would be helpful as well (Council of State Governments  2013 ). 

 In addition, the nation’s political and fi scal situations remain fairly bleak, espe-
cially at the federal level. Political polarization and paralysis limit federal action on 
almost any issue, and the combination of low taxes and very high spending on 
retirement programs will limit our ability to act for years (or likely decades) to 
come. 

 Yet, if we can devise policies to make our ongoing public expenditures (of nearly 
$200 billion) more effective without requiring much in the way of new resources, 
such actions could still draw some bipartisan support. And, if federal action fails to 
materialize, perhaps a more practical set of executives and legislators at the state 
level could move ahead on this agenda.      
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